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Abstract 
Schirmer, H., Nielsen numbers for maps of triads, Topology and its Applications 52 (1993) 
181-202. 
Let f :(X, A,, A,) -+ (X, A,, A,) be a selfmap of a triad which consist of a compact connected 
polyhedron X and two subpolyhedra A, and A, so that X = A, U A,. A Nielsen type number 
N( f; A, u A,), called the Nielsen number of the triad, is defined which is a homotopy invariant 
lower bound for the number of fixed points of f on X. Conditions are given which ensure that 
N( f; A, u A,) is the best possible lower bound, and the location of minimal fixed point sets is 
characterized. The Nielsen number of the triad is computed, e.g., in the cases where X is 
obtained as the double of a manifold, as the suspension of a polyhedron, by attaching a handle 
to a manifold, or as the connected sum of two manifolds. Minimal fixed point sets and their 
locations are described in these four cases. 
Keywords: Nielsen fixed point theory; Relative Nielsen theory; Fixed points of maps of triads; 
Minimal fixed point sets; Location of fixed points; Double of a manifold; Suspension; Handle- 
body; Connected sum. 
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1. Introduction 
A triad (X, A,, A,) is considered, in this paper, to consist of a space X with 
two subspaces A, and A, so that X = A, U A,. We are interested in the least 
number of fixed points on X for selfmaps f of the space X which preserve its 
triad structure, i.e., for maps of the form 
f-:(X, A,, 4) - (X, A,, 4). 
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More precisely, we ask for a Nielsen type number which is a lower bound for the 
number of fixed points of such a map, and is homotopy invariant under homo- 
topies 
H:(XXZ, A, XI, A,XZ) - (X, A,, 4. 
This means that we shall work in a setting which extends the one of [5], where 
fixed points of maps of pairs of spaces (X, A) have been studied and the relative 
Nielsen number N(f ; X, A) for such maps was introduced. The study of the 
present setting is motivated by the fact that triads occur quite frequently in 
algebraic topology, and we shall illustrate our results by dealing with several 
concrete topological constructions. 
A map of a triad f: (X, A,, A2) + (X, A,, Az) determines, by restriction, 
maps fj = f I A, : Aj --+Aj for j = 0, 1, 2, where A, =A, nA,, and the core defini- 
tion of this paper, namely the one of the “Nielsen number of the triad” N( f ; A, u 
AZ), contains the Nielsen and relative Nielsen numbers of these maps. But it is 
given by 
N(f ;A, U&l =Jqf, iA,> 43) +N(f*;A,, 4) -N(f,) 
- IJ(f,, fi) 
(Definition 3.0, and hence it contains not only the Nielsen number of f,, and the 
relative Nielsen numbers of the maps fl : (A,, A,) + (A,, A,) and f2 : (A,, A,) 
+ (A,, A,), but also a new number IJ(fi, f,>, the number of “inessentially 
joined” pairs of essential fixed point classes of fl and f2 (Definition 2.1). To arrive 
at the definition of IJ( fl, f2), we have to extend the work of Zhao [6], who studied 
the least number of fixed points on the complement X -A for a map of pairs 
f :(X, A) -+ (X, A) with the help of the concept of “weakly contained” fixed 
point classes. This is done in Section 2, where also Zhao’s definitions are reviewed. 
We need an extension of Zhao’s work for the following reason: If f : (X, A) --f 
(X, A) is a map of a pair of spaces, then the points of an essential fixed point class 
F of f : X +X can be moved to A if and only if F weakly contains a fixed point 
class of f I A : A -+A. By Zhao’s definition, the fixed point class which is weakly 
contained in F can be essential or inessential, and hence it is possible that it is 
empty. For a map of a triad f :(X, A,, A,) + (X, A,, A21 it can therefore be 
possible (under conditions made precise in Section 5) to unite an essential fixed 
point class F, of f 1 : A 1 + A 1 with an essential fixed point class F2 of f2 : A 2 + A 2 
to a single fixed point on A, nA, if both F, and F2 weakly contain the same fixed 
point class of f. : A, -+A,, and thus the number of fixed points on X can be 
reduced if the fixed point class of f. which is contained in both F, and F, is an 
inessential one. Hence we introduce, in Definition 2.1, the concept of an “inessen- 
tially joined pair” of essential fixed point classes of a map of a triad, and show that 
the number IJ(fi, f,) of such pairs is homotopy invariant (Theorem 2.2). We also 
characterize such inessentially joined pairs, which are defined with the help of the 
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fixed point class functor from 12, Ch. III], in terms of paths and path homotopies in 
an extension of Wecken’s definition of fixed point classes (Theorem 2.31, as this 
characterization will be used in the construction of minimal fixed point sets. 
The material of Section 2 allows us, in Section 3, to define the Nielsen number 
of a triad N(f ; A, UA,) and show that it is a homotopy invariant nonnegative 
lower bound for the number of fixed points on X (Theorems 3.3 and 3.4). A simple 
example is included in Sections 2 and 3 which shows how inessentially joined pairs 
of fixed point classes can arise and how the Nielsen number of a triad can be 
found in this case (Examples 2.6 and 3.4). 
Section 4 is concerned with the computation of the Nielsen number of triads. 
We do not deal with the general problem, but only explore the idea that 
N(f ; A, u A,) can be found in terms of existing Nielsen numbers if conditions 
hold which imply that IJ(fr, f,> = 0 or 1. This is done in Theorems 4.4-4.8. Our 
reason for this approach is the fact that these results can be used to find the 
Nielsen number of the triad in the cases where the triad is obtained in one of the 
following four concrete ways: by constructing the double of a manifold, by 
constructing the suspension of a space, by attaching a handle to a manifold with 
boundary, or by taking the connected sum of two manifolds. The results of these 
calculations are contained in Theorems 4.9-4.12. 
Finally, in Section 5, we find conditions on (X, A,, AZ) which ensure that the 
Nielsen number of the triad is an optimal lower bound for the number of fixed 
points on X (Theorem 5.3). Apart from conditions typically needed in relative 
Nielsen theory (i.e., dimension and by-passing conditions) we have to assume in 
the proofs of Section 5 that A, =A, nA, is “thin”, i.e., that it has an empty 
interior in X, and an example shows that otherwise N(f ; A 1 U AJ may not be 
optimal (Example 5.3). We also describe the location of the fixed points on the 
triad for maps with a minimal fixed point set. In particular we show that maps of 
the triad (X, A,, A21 which have a minimal fixed point set on all of X (i.e., maps 
which realize the Nielsen number of the triad) can always be chosen so that they 
also have minimal fixed point sets on the two open subspaces A, -A, and 
A, -A, (i.e., so that they realize the Nielsen number of the complementary space 
defined in [61), and that they must in fact always do this if f0 has no inessential 
fixed point classes (Theorem 5.4). The conditions of Theorems 5.3 and 5.4, in 
particular the thinness and by-passing conditions, are satisfied in the triads arising 
from topological constructions which we considered in Section 4, and so we can 
find (if the dimension if sufficiently high) in these four cases the precise minimum 
number of fixed points on X for maps within a given homotopy class, and we can 
describe the location of such minimal fixed point sets (Theorems 5.5-5.8). 
We always assume that the total space X is a compact polyhedron and that A, 
and A, are subpolyhedra, and hence work in a setting where we can make use of 
existing results from relative Nielsen theory, in particular from [5,6]. We also 
assume that the total space X is connected, which is no loss of generality as 
otherwise the components of X can be treated separately. The reader is expected 
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to be familiar with the basic ideas from Nielsen fixed point theory. Background 
about these ideas can be found in [l-3,5]. 
I would like to thank Robert F. Brown for a careful reading of an earlier version 
of this paper and for many helpful suggestions. 
2. Inessentially joined fixed point classes 
The main new concept needed in this paper is that of an “inessentially joined 
pair” of fiied point classes (see Definition 2.1 below). As a background for it we 
will need the concept of a weakly common fixed point class of a map of a pair of 
spaces (X, A) which was introduced by Zhao [6, 821. To clarify these ideas and our 
notation, we recapitulate Zhao’s definitions. 
Let f : (X, A) + (X, A) be a selfmap of a pair of compact polyhedra and let X 
be connected. We write f =f I A for the restriction of f to A and f : X + X for 
the map defined by f : (X, A) --) (X, A) if the condition that f(A) CA is immate- 
rial. As in [6, 421 we write d= U(A,: k = 1, 2,. . . , n) for the disjoint union of all 
components of A which are mapped by f into themselves and write fk = f I A,. 
Let X and the components of d have universal coverings p : X-+X and pk : A, 
+A,, and choose lifts L’~ of the inclusions i, : A, +X so that the diagram 
commutes. As in [2, Ch. III, Section 1, p. 431 the lift L’~ determines a correspon- 
dence i;, ,ift from the lifts f;, of fk to the lifts f’ of f, where f;, corresponds to f if 
i;, 0 f;, =& i-,, As &,,irt sends lift classes to lift classes in a manner which is 
independent of the choice of the lift l; of i,, it defines a correspondence from the 
lift classes of fk to those of f which is denoted by 
‘k,FF’C . ’ FW fk > - FPC(f), 
where FPC( f) are the fixed point class data of f, i.e., it is the set of the lift classes 
[f-l of f weighted by the fixed point index ind(X, f, pFix f). (See [2, Ch. III, 
Section 1, p. 441.) 
By definition, the fixed point class pFix f’ of f : X +X contains the fixed point 
class p,Fix f;, of fk if i - k,FPC[ fk] = [f-l. Note that pkFix fi can be empty. Further, 
the fixed point class pFix f of f : X -X is called a weakly common fixed point 
class of f and f if it contains a fixed point class of fk : A, + A, for some k. It is 
an essential weakly common fixed point class of f and f if it is an essential fixed 
point class of f and a weakly common fixed point class of f and f. The number of 
essential weakly common fixed point classes of f and f is denoted by EC f, f>, and 
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the Nielsen number of the complementary space, which is a lower bound for the 
number of fixed points of f on X -A, is defined by NC f ; X -A) = N( f ) - E( f, f >. 
We now consider a triad (X, A,, A21 of compact polyhedra. By this we mean a 
connected polyhedron X with two subpolyhedra A 1 and A, such that X = A 1 U A 2 
(note that in the literature this last condition is sometimes omitted), and we write 
A, for A, nA,. Then a map f :(X, A,, AZ) + (X, A,, AZ) determines by restric- 
tion maps fj : Aj + Aj for j = 0, 1, 2, and again we write f : X + X if the condition 
that f(Aj) cAj is immaterial. Let d, = U A,,, be the disjoint union of all 
components of A, which are mapped by f into themselves and let fo,k = 
f I4l,k : 4l,k +4,!c Let p: J?%X, pj: Aj +ej for j = 1, 2 and B~,~: A$,, +AD,k 
be universal coverings. We select lifts 4 : Aj +g and & : A,,, +Aj of the 
inclusion maps ij : Aj +X and ij,k : A,,, + Aj so that all diagrams 
I Pj 
Aj A X A ik .I O,k - Aj 
commute, and therefore we obtain correspondences 
‘j,FPC f .FPC(fj) - FPC(f) 
and 
‘k,j,FPC 'FPC(fO,k) - =qfj) 
for j = 1, 2 and k = 1, 2,. . . , n. Hence we can make the following definition, which 
is crucial in the rest of this paper. 
Definition 2.1. Let f: (X, A,, A,) + (X, A,, A,) be a map of a triad and let 
pjFix f; be a fixed point class of fj : Aj + Aj for j = 1, 2. The pair of fixed point 
classes (piFix f,, p,Fix f;) is called an inessentially joined pair of fI and f2 if 
(i) there exists a component A,,, of a, and an inessential fixed point class 
PO,$~ f;),k of fo,k : A_o,k +Ao,k which is contained in both piFix fi and p2Fix f; 
(i.e., ik,j,Fpc[f;),kl = [fjl for j = l, 2)7 
(ii) no essential ~~,~Fix f;),k of any fO,k : A,,, +AO,k is con- 
tained in both piFix fi and p2Fix f2. 
The pair (piFix f,, p,Fix &> is called an inessentially 
classes of fi and f2 if it is an inessentially 
classes p,Fix fI and pzFix fz are essential. 
classes of fI and f2. As 
the fixed point in an inessentially classes 
are nonempty, we often write such a pair in the form (F,, F2). 
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As usual for Nielsen type numbers, we can prove the homotopy invariance of 
IJ(fi, f2), where a homotopy ofa map ofa triadf:(X, A,, A21 + (X, A,, A,) is 
in this paper always understood to be a map of the form H: (XX I, A, XI, 
A, x Z) --f (X, A,, A*), with Z denoting the unit interval. 
Theorem 2.2. Let f, g :(X, A,, A,) + W, A,, A,) be two homotopic maps Of the 
triad (X, A,, A2). Then IJ(fI, f,> = IJ(gl, g2). 
Proof.Let H:(XxZ, A,XZ,A,XZ)-+(X,A,,A,)beahomotopyfrom f tog 
and let (F,, Fz) = (p,Fix f-,, p2Fix f<> be an inessentially joined pair of essential 
fixed point classes of fI and f2. If we write Hj = H 1 Aj X Z and HO,k = H 1 A,,, X I, 
then Hi and H,,k define homotopies from fj to gj for j = 1, 2 and from fO,k to 
go,, for every A,,, CA,. 
Now let Ho,, send fo,, to gO,k. If poFix f;),k is contained in p,Fix f; and 
p,Fix f;, then it follows as in [6, proof of Theorem 2.61 that poFix gO,k is 
contained in piFix ii and pzFix &, where piFix gj, for j = 1, 2, is the fixed 
point class of gj which corresponds to Fj under the commutative diagram 
As Hj and HO,k relate essential fixed point classes to essential ones, it follows 
that (p,Fix ii, p,Fix gz) = (G,, G2) is an inessentially joined pair of essential 
fixed point classes of g, and g,. Thus H and H-’ define a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between the inessentially joined pairs of essential fixed point classes of 
(f,, f,> and of (gl, g2). 0 
Commutativity and homotopy type invariance of IJ(fi, f,> also holds for suit- 
able definitions of these concepts. (See [5, Theorems 3.4 and 3.5; 6, 021.) 
Geometric arguments will require, as usual, a “ Wecken type” characterization 
of inessentially joined pairs using paths and path homotopies. In the case of a map 
of pairs f : (X, A) + (X, A) such a characterization is given for weakly common 
fixed point classes of f and f in [6, Theorem 2.31, where it is shown that if 
f : (X, A) -+ (X, A), then a fixed point x0 of f : X-+X belongs to a weakly 
common fixed point class of f and f if and only if there exists a path (Y from x0 to 
a point in A so that a y f 0 LY :(I, 0, 1) + (X, x0, A), which means that the 
starting point of (Y is kept fixed during this homotopy, and the endpoint is allowed 
to vary in A. The next theorem contains a similar result for maps of triads. 
Theorem 2.3. Let f :(X, A,, A,) + (X, A,, A,) be a map of a triad and let 
4 =pjFk 6 be nonempty fixed point classes of fj : Aj + Aj, where j = 1, 2. Then 
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there exut a component A,,, of A, and a fixed point class po,kFix f;),k of fo,k : A,,, 
-‘AOk which is contained in both F, and F2 if and only if there exist points xj E F,, 
paths’ aj : I +Aj with ai =xj and a,(l) = a,(l) =x0 EAT, a path p : Z + A, 
from x0 to fo,k(xo), and hornotopies Hj : I X I -+ Aj so that 
Hj(s, 0) =a,(s), 
Hj( s, l) =fj ’ aj( s, 2 
Hj(O, t) =Xj, 
H,(l, t) =H,(l, t) =P(t) l Ao. 
Proof. (i) “Only if’. Assume that A,,, and f;),k exist which satisfy the assumptions, 
i.e., so that pO,k_Fix 
ik,j,md.fi,kl_= [.fjl, 
fO,, is contained in F, =pjFix 6. for j = 1, 2. This means that 
which implies fi 0 ~2,~ = &j 0 fi k for some lifts L’~ j of ik j. As 
Fj =pjFix fj # (d, we can choose points ziYj EAT so’ that f;(_Ej) =fj and pj(zjj =xj 
E Fj. We also select a point i0 EA~,~ and let x0 =p,,,k(i,J E A,, ib = ~‘k,~(&> E A, 
and x’{ =;‘k,2(.C0) EAT. Next we pick a path 6: Z + A,,, from _CO to f;,k(,i?O). Then 
/3 =I)~&?) is a path in A, from p,,JZJ =x0 to pO,k 0 fi,k(io) =fO,k 0 pO,k(iO) = 
fo(xo). 
Now choose a path 2, in A, from a point ii to x’& and let p’, =fi,i 0 8: I *A,. 
As &CO> = ck,i 0 p(O) = ~+J.?,) = iI, and 
fi o i-,,,<x’;>, 
bi(l> = & 0 P(l) = j,,, 0 fo,&(.Co) = 
we see that pi is a path in A, from @i(O) = G,(l) to p,(l) = fl 0 cGu,(l). 
The space A, is simply connected, and so there exists a homotopy fii : I X I +A, 
with 
fi,(% 0) =4(s), 
fi,(s, 1) =fi-qs), 
F&(0, t) =i,, 
f&(1, t) =61(t) 
for 0 G s, t G 1. Therefore, if the path ~i in A, is defined by q =pl 0 Li;, and the 
homotopy H, : Z X Z -+A, by H, =pl 0 H,, then p1 0 6, =pl o tk,I 0 6 = i,,, o PO& 0 fi 
= i,,, 0 p = p implies that, for 0 <s, t < 1, 
H,(s, 0) = q(s), 
H,(s, I) =fl o q(s), 
H,(O, t) ‘~1, 
H,(l, t) =P(t). 
Analogous we select G2 in A, and obtain CY~ =p2 0 CE, and H,, and thus we 
prove the “Only if’ part. 
(ii) “If’. If cxj and H, exist, we use H, and H, to COnStrUCt lifts f;;k and j$ of 
fO.k : Ao,k +Ao,k> where Ao,k CA is determined by (~(1) E A,,,, as in [6, proof of 
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Theorem 2.31, “if” part. This proof shows that j& and f;;lk are determined by 
f;,k(&) =fi;:&) =@(I>, 
where Z0 and fi only depend on f. Hence f2,k = f& = f& satisfies the theorem. 
0 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3. It will be 
used in Example 2.6 and in the statement and proof of Lemma 5.2. 
Corollary 2.4. If (F,, F2) is an inessentially joined pair of essential fuced point classes 
of fI and f2, then there exist paths czj and /? and homotopies Hj which satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 2.3. 
The next corollary will be used in Example 2.6. Its proof is immediate from 
Definition 2.1 and Theorem 2.3. Recall that A, =A, nA, and fO = f I A,. 
Corollary 2.5. Zf F, and F2 are essential fixed point classes of fl : A, + A, and 
fi : A, -+A,, if F, n F2 # fl and N( fO) = 0, then (F,, F,) is an inessentially joined 
pair of essential fked point classes off 1 and f 2. 
We illustrate the definitions and results of this section with a simple example. 
Example 2.6. Let S2 be the unit sphere in R3. We denote its points by (4, $1, 
where $, with 0 < 4 < 2rr, is the longitude and $J, with -rr < Cc, < rr, is the 
latitude. Let 
and 
A,={(+, 14):0~4<27r and --r=z$<O} 
be two disks which intersect in the equator A,. If f :(X, A,, A,) + (X, A,, A,) 
is the identity map, then each map fl and f2 has one essential fixed point class 
F, = A, respectively F, = A,. As N( fO> = 0, we see from Corollary 2.5 that (F,, F2) 
is an inessentially joined pair of essential fixed point classes, and so IJ( f 1, f2) = 1. 
If g :(X, A,, A,) + (X, A,, A,) is a (small) rotation around the axis 1 which 
joins the North and South poles x1 and x2, then Theorem 2.2 shows that 
IJ(g,, g2) = 1 also. The inessential joined pair of essential fixed point classes of g, 
and g, is G, = {xi} and G = Ix,}, and paths (pi and LYE from x1 and x2 to a point 
x0 on the equator which run along arcs of a great circle clearly satisfy Corollary 
2.4. If, on the other hand, f :(X, A,, A,) + (X, A,, A,) is a suspension of a map 
f,, of degree d z 1, then fO has no inessential fiied point classes, and so 
IJ( fl, f,> = 0. 
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3. A Nielsen number for triads 
Let X =A, u A, be a connected polyhedron which is the union of two subpoly- 
hedra. We will define a Nielsen number for a map f:(X, A,, AZ) - (X, A,, A,) 
of the triad (X, A,, AZ) so that it is a lower bound for the number of fixed points 
of f on X. In this definition we will use the relative Nielsen number N(f ; X, A) 
of a map of pairs f:(X, A) + (X, A) [51 which is defined as 
N(f;X, A) =N(f) +N(f) -N(f, J), 
where f:(X, Al-(X, A) determines f:X+X and f:A +A, and N(f, f> is 
the number of “common” essential fixed point classes of f and f, i.e., the number 
of essential fixed point classes of f which contain an essential fixed point class of 
f. Therefore f :(X, A,, A21 + (X, A,, A,) determines N(f; Aj, A,) for j = 1, 2. 
Definition 3.1. Let the triad (X, A,, A,) consist of a compact connected polyhe- 
dron X which is the union of two subpolyhedra A, and A,, and let A, =A, nA,. 
Then the Nielsen number of the triad is defined as 
N(f;A,uA,)=N(f,;A,,A,)+N(f,;A,,A,)-N(f,) 
-IJ(f,, fi>, 
where IJ( fI, f,) is the number of inessentially joined pairs of essential fixed point 
classes of fl and f2 (see Definition 2.1). 
Clearly N(f ; A, UA,) is always an integer. Note that 
N(f; A, UAd =N(fd + [Wfd -N(f,, fdl 
+ [Wfd -N(f,, fdl - IJ(f,, fd 
=N(f,) + [N(fA -E(f,, fdl 
+ [Vfd -E(f,, fdl + [E(f,, fd -N(f,, f,>l 
+ [E(fD fd -N(f,, fdl - IJ(f,Y f2). 
As it follows from Definition 2.1 that 
IJ(f,, fz> G’(fj> fo)-N(fj, fo) forj=l, 2, 
we see that in fact N(f; A, UA,) is always > 0. 
Nielsen type numbers should be homotopy invariant (where a homotopy of a 
map of a triad (X, A,, AZ) is always understood to be the homotopy of the map of 
a triad as defined in Section 2) and lower bounds for the number of fixed points. 
We now establish these properties. 
Theorem 3.2 (Homotopy invariance). Let the triad (X, A,, A,) consist of a 
compact connected polyhedron X which is the union of two subpolyhedra A, and A,. 
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Iff, g :(X, A,, AZ) --j (X, A,, A,) are two homotopic selfmaps of this triad, then 
N(f;A,UA,)=N(g;A,UA,). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.2 and [5, Theorem 3.31. q 
Commutativity and homotopy type invariance (suitably defined) also hold. 
Theorem 3.3 (Lower bound property). Let the triad (X, A,, AZ) consist of a 
compact connected polyhedron X which is the union of two subpolyhedra A, and A,. 
Then every map f : (X, A,, AZ) + (X, A,, A,) has at Zeast N(f ; A, UA,) fixed 
points on X. 
Proof. First, we can choose a set S, which realizes N(f,), i.e., it consists of N(f,) 
distinct points on A, so that each point in S, belongs to a different essential fixed 
point class of fO : A, +Ao. Now consider the map fI :(A,, A,) + (A,, A,,) which 
must have at least 
Vf, ;A,, A,) =Wf,) + [Wf,) -E(f,, f,>l 
+ P(fIY fo) -N(f,, fO)l 
fixed points on A,. From these, we can select a set S, of N( fl) - E( fI, f,> points 
so that each point in S, belongs to a different essential fixed point class of 
f, : A, + A, which is not weakly common for fl and fO, and the points of S, must 
lie in A, -A, [6, Theorem 2.81. We can select a set TI of E(f,, f,,> - N(fl, fO> 
points so that each point in T, belongs to a different essential fixed point class of 
fI : A, + A, which is weakly common but not common for fl and f,,. Similarly we 
obtain from f2 :(A,, A,) + (A,, A,) a set S, of N(f,) -E(f,, f,,> fixed points 
on A, -A, and a set T, of E(f2, f,J - N(f,, fO> fixed points on A,. 
We see that the points in the set U = S, U S, U S, must be distinct. The points 
in the set U u T, must be distinct also, and the same is true for the points in the 
set U u T,. But two points in T, and T2 can coincide. However, this is only 
possible if they were chosen on A, and belong to two essential fixed point classes 
of fI and f2 which are not common, but which contain the same inessential fixed 
point class of fO. Hence there are at most IJ(fi, f,> points in T, f’ T2. Therefore it 
follows, if we use the calculations after Definition 3.1, that the set S, U S, U S, U 
T, u T2 must contain at least 
N(fO) + [WfJ -E(f,, fO>l + Mf2) -E(f2, fdl 
+[Jqf,, fo) -Wf,, fO>l + [E(f2, fo) -N(f,, &>I -IJ(f1, f2> 
=N(f;A, uA2) 
fixed points of f. q 
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We finish this section by using Example 2.6 to illustrate Definition 3.1. More 
general examples of computations of the Nielsen number of a triad will be given in 
the next section. 
Example 3.4. Let (X, A,, A*) be as in Example 2.6 and let f:(X, A,, A,) + 
(X, A,, AZ) be the identity. Then 
N(f;A, UA2) =N(f, ;A,, A,) +N(f,;A,, A,) -N(f,) 
- IJ(fl, fi) 
=1+1-o-1=1. 
If, on the other hand, f is the suspension of a map f0 of degree d # 1, then 
N(f,A,uA,)= Il-dl+ll-dl-11-dl-0= Il-dl. 
4. Some computations of the Nielsen number of a triad 
It is the purpose of this section to show that the Nielsen number of a triad can 
often be computed in terms of existing Nielsen type numbers. In particular, this is 
clearly true in cases where it can be shown that IJ(f,, f,) = 1 or 2, and this idea 
will be explored in Theorems 4.4-4.8. These theorems will then be used to find the 
Nielsen number of a triad in certain cases which arise from typical constructions of 
algebraic topology. (See Theorems 4.9-4.12.) 
We start with a result which follows immediately from the various definitions 
involved. 
Theorem 4.1. (i) IfA, = fl or A, = A,, then N(f ; A, U A21 = N(f,), 
(ii) ifAz CA,, then N(f; A, UA,) =N(f, ; A,, A,). 
The proofs of Theorems 4.4-4.8 use the next two lemmas. 
Lemma 4.2. IJ(f,, f,) = 0 If I one of the following conditions is true: 
(9 A, = !J, 
(ii) N( fj> = 0 for j = 1 or 2, 
(iii) all jked point classes of f0 are essential, 
(iv> Hf,, f,,> = Nfi, fO> forj = 1 or 2, 
(VI A, or A, is one-connected and NC f,,> # 0. 
Proof. The statements (i), (ii) and (iii) follow immediately from the definition of 
IJ(f,, f,>. Statement (iv) follows from the fact that under its assumptions each 
essential fixed point class Fj which contains an inessential fixed point class of f0 
must also contain an essential one. To see (v) note that in this case the map f0 
must have at least one essential fixed point class F,. If further, say, A, is 
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one-connected, then this essential class must be contained in the unique fixed 
point class of f2, so no inessentially joined pair can exist. •! 
Lemma 4.3. IJ(fi, f,) = 1 $A”,, # fl an d one of the following conditions is true: 
(i) A, and A, are one-connected, NJ.) # 0 for j = 1, 2 but N( f,) = 0, 
(ii) E(fj, f,) > N( f,, fJ for j = 1, 2, and A,, is one-connected, 
(iii) E(fj, f,J > N(fi, f,) for j = 1, 2, and Aj is one-connected for j = 1 or 2. 
Proof. In case (i) there exists an inessential fixed point class of fO, and this class 
must be contained in the unique essential fixed point class Fj of fj for j = 1, 2, so 
(F,, F,) is an inessentially joined essential pair. In case (ii) E(fi, f,,) > N(fi, fO) 
for j = 1, 2 implies that both maps fi have an essential fixed point class 5. which 
contains an inessential but not an essential fixed point class of fO. But the fixed 
point class of f0 is unique, and so (F,, F2) must be an inessentially joined pair of 
essential fixed point classes. Finally, in case (iii) the conditions E( fj, fO) > N(fi, fO) 
for j = 1, 2 imply again that both maps fj have a fixed point class Fj which is 
essential and contains an inessential fixed point class of f0 but not an essential 
one. Assume now that A, is one-connected. Then F, is the only fixed point class 
of fi, and so the inessential fixed point class of f0 which is contained in F, must 
also be contained in F2, and hence (F,, F2) is an inessentially joined pair of 
essential fixed point classes. As f2 has only one fixed point class, we have 
IJ(fi, f2) = 1. (Note that our argument shows that the assumptions of (iii) imply 
N(f”) = 0.) 0 
Now we use Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 to compute the Nielsen numbers of some 
triads. 
Theorem 4.4. Zf d, = 0, then 
Proof. This follows immediately from the definition and from Lemma 4.2(i). 0 
Theorem 4.5. Zf d, # # is one-connected, then 
Wf,) +Wf*), 
if N( fO) = 0 and 
N(f;A,UA,)=( N(fj;Aj-A,)=N(fj) forj=l or 2, 
N(f, ; A,, 4,) +N(f, ; 4, A,) - 1, 
\ otherwise. 
Proof. If N(f,) = 1, or if N(f,) = 0 and N(fj ; Aj -A,) = N(fj) for j = 1 or 2, 
then Lemma 42(iii) or (iv) implies IJ( fI, fi) = 0, and if N( fo) = 0 and N(fj ; Aj - 
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A,) < N(fj) for j = 1, 2, then Lemma 4.3W implies IJCf,, f,> = 1. Thus the 
formula for N(f ; A, uA,) follows from its definition. q 
Theorem 4.6. If A, # # and if A, and A, are one-connected, then 
N(flJY ifN(fo) +o, 
N(f; A, ~4) = 
( 
o, ifWf,) =Nf,) =N(f2) =O, 
1, otherwise. 
Proof. Note that N(f,) and N(f,) are either 0 or 1. Let us first assume that 
N( fl) = N(fJ = 1. Then Lemma 4.2(v) shows that IJ(f,, f,) = 0 if N(f,) Z 0, and 
Lemma 4.3(i) shows that IJ(fi, f2) = 1 if N(f,) = 0. If, on the other hand, 
N( f,) = 0 for either j = 1 or 2, then Lemma 4.2(u) gives IJ( f 1, f2) = 0. In all cases 
the formula for N( f ; A, u A,) follows then easily from its definition. 0 
Theorem 4.7. Zf A”, # fl and all fixed point classes of fO are essential, then 
N(f;A,uA,)=N(f,;A,,A,)+N(f;A,-A,). 
Proof. We see from Lemma 4.2Ciii) that IJ(fi, fi) = 0. As E(fz, fo) =N(fz, fo), 
the formula follows. q 
Finally we compute the Nielsen number of a triad in the case where A, and A, 
are homeomorphic. More precisely, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.8. Assume that there exists a homeomorphism h : (A,, A,) + (A,, A,) 
so that h I A, is the identity and h 0 fl = fi 0 h. Then 
N(f ;A, ~4) =N(f, ;A,, 4,) +N(f, ;A, -A,). 
Proof. F, be an : A, + A, which is weakly 
common but not common for fl and fo, and let F, = h(F,) be the corresponding 
fixed point class of f2 : A, + A,. Then F2 is also weakly common but not common, 
and the inessential fixed point class of f. which is contained in F, is also 
contained in F2. So (F,, F2) is an inessentially joined pair of essential fixed point 
classes. As all such pairs must arise in this way, there are 
IJ(f1, fd =E(f,, f”) -N(f,, fo) 
such pairs. The properties of h imply 
N(f, ;A,, 4,) =N(f,;A,, A,), 
and so we have 
Wf ;A, UA2) =2N(f, ;A,, 4) -WflJ --qf,, fd +Vf,, fo) 
=N(f, ;A,, 4) +Vf,) -E(f,> fo) 
=N(f, ;A,, A,) +N(f, ;A, -A,), 
as was claimed in the theorem. q 
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We now use Theorems 4.4-4.8 to find the Nielsen number of the triad for maps 
of several concrete topological constructions, namely those of the double of a 
manifold, the suspension of a polyhedron, the attachment of a handle to a 
manifold, and the connected sum of two manifolds. 
Firstly, let M be a compact connected manifold with boundary, and let 
DM = M+u M_ be its double, i.e., the manifold formed by identifying two copies 
of M along its boundary aM. If f : (M, aM> + (M, aM> is a map of pairs, then f 
defines its double Df: (DM, M,, M_) + (DM, M,, M-1 which is a map of a 
triad. 
Theorem 4.9. Let M be a compact connected triangulated manifold with boundary 
and let Df :(DM, M,, M_) -+ (DM, M,, M-1 be the double of the map 
f :(M, aM> + (M, aM>. Then 
N(Df;M+uM_) =N(f;M,aM) +N(f;M-aM). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.8. 0 
Next let A be a compact polyhedron, let C, and C_ be cones over A and let 
X4 = C+U C_ be the suspension of A. Then a map f : A +A defines a map of a 
triad, namely its suspension Sf :(SA, C+U C-1 --+ (X4, C+U C-1. 
Theorem 4.10. If A is a compact polyhedron and if Sf : GA, C,, C-1 + 
(SA, C,, C-1 is the suspension of a map f: A -+A, then 
I 
N(f)> ifN(f) +0, 
N(Sf;C+UC_)= 1, ifN(f) =0 butd#@, 
2, ifd=@. 
Proof. Note that C, and C_ are contractible. So if a = 6, then the theorem 
follows from Theorem 4.4, and in the other two cases it is a consequence of 
Theorem 4.6. 0 
Thirdly, we consider a manifold M = M, u H which is obtained from a compact 
connected n-manifold with boundary M, by attaching to its boundary a p-handle 
H which is the homeomorphic image of Ip X Iq, where p + q = n. (See e.g. [4, 
Ch. 6, p. 741 for definitions and terminology.) Then (M, M,, H) is a triad, and 
A, = M, n H = (aZp) x Zq. 
Theorem 4.11. If M = M, u H is the manifold obtained from the compact connected 
triangulated n-manifold M,, where n 2 2, by attaching a p-handle H and if the map 
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f: (M, Ml, H) + (M, Ml, H) definesfo =f I Ml n H, then 
‘N(fl) + 19 
if N( fo) = 0 and 
Wf;M&JH)=~ N(f,;M,-(M,nH))=N(f,), 
N(f, ; Ml, (Ml nw 
I otherwise, 
Proof. We will have to consider three cases, depending on the value of p. Note 
that we always have N(f,) = 1 where f2 =f I H, and A, = M, n H = carp> X 1’. 
(i) If p = 1, then A, is the disjoint union of two (n - 1)-balls, and so A, is 
either @, one (n - l)-ball, or all of A,. If d, = fl, then the result follows from 
Theorem 4.4. If d, consists of one or two balls, then all fixed point classes of f0 
are essential, and so Theorem 4.7 and N(f, ; H - aH) = 0 imply the result. 
(ii) If p=2, then A,=S’XI w*) If N(f,) # 0, then we can again use 
Theorem 4.7. Now assume that N(f,) 2 0. If, further, N(f, ; Ml -A,) = N(f,), 
then E(f,, f,) = 0 = N(f,, f,), and so Lemma 4.2(iv) gives IJ(fi, f,) = 0. But if 
N(f, ; M, -A,) < Nf,), then it follows from E(f,, f,) = 1 > N(f,, f,) that 
Lemma 4.3(iii) applies, and so we have IJ(f,, f,) = 1. In both cases the formula for 
N(f ; M, u H) now follows from its definition. 
(iii) If p > 3, then 2, is one-connected. If N(f,,) = 1, then the result clearly 
follows from Theorem 4.5. If, on the other hand, N(f,) = 0, then N(f2 ; A, -A,) 
= 0 < N(f,), and so we can again use Theorem 4.5 to obtain the result. 0 
Finally we consider the case where M = M,#M, is the connected sum of two 
compact connected closed n-manifolds, i.e., A4 is obtained by removing the 
interior Int B of an n-ball B from Mj for j = 1, 2 and identifying the boundaries 
of the resulting manifolds with a hole My = Mj - Int B. Hence A, = My n AI; is an 
(n - l)-sphere. We consider a map f of the triad 04, MT, M;). 
Theorem 4.12. Let M = M,#M, be the connected sum of two compact connected 
triangulated n-manifolds, where n 2 3, and let f be a map of the triad (M, My, M;). 
Then 
‘Wf,) +Wf,), 
if N( fO) = 0 and 
N(f;MiuMi)=( N(fj;MT-aMT)=N(fj) forj=lor 2, 
N(f, ;M:, aM:) +N(f, ;M;, aM;> - 1, 
\ otherwise. 
In particular, we always have 
IN(f;M~uM~)-N(f,)-N(f,)I~l. 
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Proof. The formula for N(f ; My U AI;> follows from Theorem 4.5. As N(f,J = 0 
implies N(fj, f,) = 0 and N(f,,) = 1 implies N(f,, f,J = 0 or 1, it is a straightfor- 
ward task to check through the various cases and verify the rest of the theorem. 
0 
The last four theorems give lower bounds for minimal fixed point sets in 
concrete cases. However, we do not know yet whether maps which actually realize 
those Nielsen numbers exist, nor what their minimal fixed point sets look like. This 
problem is the topic of the next section. 
5. Minimal fixed point sets and their location 
We shall need several conditions on a triad (X, A,, A21 if we want to prove 
that N(f ; A, U A,) is an optimal lower bound for the number of fixed points on X 
for maps in the homotopy class of f:(X, A,, A21 +(X, A,, AZ). These condi- 
tions are of two kinds. Firstly, we will have to require that the subpolyhedra A,, 
A, and A, satisfy the assumptions usually made in relative Nielsen theory, in 
particular that A, can be by-passed in A, and in A, (see [5, Definition 5.11). 
Secondly, we will have to assume that A, is “thin” in the sense that its interior 
Int A, in X is empty. The fact that optimality of the Nielsen number of the triads 
cannot always be proved without the second assumption can be seen from the 
following example. 
Example 5.1. Let X = S2 be the 2-sphere of Example 2.6, and let A, = I(+, $1: 
0<4<27r, - 1 G r,/~ G rr) and A, = 114, $1: 0 Q 4 < 27r, -rr G tj G 11, hence A, 
is the annulus A, = ((4, +): 0 G 4 < 27r, - 1 G I,!J G l}. If id is the identity map, we 
find (e.g. from Theorem 4.6 or 4.10) that N(id; A, UA,) = 1. But we claim that 
every map f: (X, A,, A21 + (X, A,, A,) homotopic to id must have at least two 
fixed points. Clearly fj : Aj -+Aj must have at least one fixed point xi for j = 1, 2. 
If we assume that these two fixed points coincide in a point xi =x2 =x0, then 
x0 EAT. We can assume, without loss of generality, that x0 E Int A,, and so the 
fixed point index 
ind(X, f, -qJ =ind(A,, fly q,). 
But we have, if L( f 1 denotes the Lefschetz number of f, 
ind(X, f, x0) =L(f) =2, 
ind(A,, fl, x0) =L(f,) = 1, 
and thus we obtain a contradiction. Examples where X is an even-dimensional 
sphere of higher dimension can be constructed in a similar way. 
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The proof of the Minimum Theorem 5.3 uses the next lemma, which extends [6, 
Lemma 3.51 to unions of two spaces. 
Lemma 5.2. Let the triad (X, A,, A,) consist of a compact connected polyhedron X 
and two subpolyhedra A, and A,. Assume that A, can be by-passed in A, and in A,, 
and that Int A, = fl. If (F,, F2) 1s an inessentially joined pair of essential fked point 
classes off, and f2, then the paths oj and homotopies H, in Corollary 2.4 can be 
chosen so that 
auj:(I, 0, I- {I}, 1) + (Aj, Xj, Aj-A,, A,). 
If, in addition, f has finitely many fixed points, then we can have either aj(l> P Fix f 
or H,(l, t) = H&l, t) = ai for 0 <t < 1. 
Proof. Let a; : (I, 0, 1) + (Aj, xj, A,) be paths which have the properties of the 
paths ‘Ye in Theorem 2.3. We use [5, Lemma 5.3(u)] (see also [6, proof of Lemma 
3.51) to obtain paths aj : (I, 0, I - 111, 1) + (Aj, xi, Aj -A,, x0) so that aj = al, 
where e means endpoint homotopy. Then fj 0 oj y fj 0 al. Therefore, if we use the 
homotopies (Y;= f, 0 oj from Corollary 2.4, then the homotopies Hj are given by 
(~~=ff~=f~~ff~=f~~c~~ for j= 1,2. 
As ai(l) = a,(l) = x0 E A,,, (with A,,, as in part (ii) of the proof of Theorem 
2.3) was arbitrary, we can choose it so that it is not contained in Fix f if Fix f is 
finite and the dimension of A,,, is > 0. If dim A,,, = 0 and A,,, c Fix f, then the 
connectedness of A,,, gives A,,, = {x,), and so aj is of the form ‘Y~ :(I, 0, I - 
{I]>, 1) + (Aj> XjT Aj -X0, x0) and /? must be the constant path P(t) =x0 for 
0 <t < 1. Hence H,(l, t) = H,(l, t) =x0 for all t. 0 
Now we are ready to prove the minimum theorem. We say that a space X is a 
We&en space if every map f : X -+ X is homotopic to a map g : X + X which has 
N(f) fixed points and if these fixed points can lie anywhere in X. (In [5, p. 4661, 
the term Nielsen space was used, but the term Wecken space has become more 
common recently and is historically more appropriate.) We further say that a map 
g : X +X realizes N( f > if f is homotopic to g and has N(f) fixed points. Similarly 
we talk about maps which realize N(f ; X, A) or N( f ; X-A) (i.e., maps 
g :(X, A) + (X, A) which are homotopic to f :(X, A) + (X, A) and have 
N( f ; X, A) fixed points on X or N( f ; X-A) fixed points on X -A) and maps 
which realize N( f ; A, U A*) (i.e., maps g : (X, A,, A,) + (X, A,, A,) which are 
homotopic to f : (X, A,, AJ + (X, A,, AJ and have N( f ; A, UA,) fixed points 
on X1. 
Theorem 5.3 (Minimum Theorem). Let the triad (X, A,, A,) consist of a compact 
connected polyhedron X and two connected subpolyhedra A, and A, so that 
(i) X-A, and X-A, have no local cutpoint and are not a 2-manifold, 
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(ii) every component of A, which is mapped by f onto itself is a Wecken space 
with an empty interior, 
(iii) A, can be by-passed in A, and in A,. 
Then every map f : (X, A,, A21 + (X, A,, AZ) is homotopic to a map 
g :(X, A,, AZ) --f (X, A,, AZ) with N(f; A, UA,) ftiedpoints on X. 
Proof. As in [5, Theorem 4.11 we can homotope f :(X, A,, AZ) + (X, A,, AZ) to 
a map f’ :(X, A,, AZ) + (X, A,, AJ so that f’ I A, realizes N(f,J, f’ is fix- 
finite and all fixed points of f’ on X-A, lie in maximal simplexes. Then we can 
unite, for j = 1, 2, fixed points of fj’ : (Aj, A,) + (Aj, A,) which lie in the same 
fixed point class of f,’ as in [5, (6.3)] to obtain a map f II :(X, A,, AZ) -+ 
(X, A,, A,) homotopic to f’ so that f” IA,=f’IA, and so that each 
f: :(Aj, A,) + (Aj, A,) has N(fi) -N(f,, fO> fixed points on Aj -A,. Thus f” 
has 
N(f, ;A,, A,) +N(f, ;A,, A,) -N(f,) 
fixed points in all. 
Now let (F,, F2) be an inessentially joined pair of essential fixed point classes of 
ft” and f;‘. As all fixed point classes of f[ are essential, the fixed point classes 
F, = (xj} are singletons in Aj -A, for j = 1, 2. We select paths aj and homotopies 
Hi as in Lemma 5.2 and proceed as in [6, proof of Lemma 3.61 to unite xi and x2 
to a point x0 EAT. (Note that the homotopy G in [61, i.e., the “point-tail 
homotopy” of [3, Ch. IV.11, gives a homotopy of the form (XX I, A, X I, A, X I) 
+ (X, A,, A,).) Then we can eliminate IJ(fi”, f;> = IJ(fi, f,> fixed points of f fl 
and thus obtain the map g. 0 
If f :(X, A,, A,) + (X, A,, AZ) is a map which realizes N(f; A, UA,), then 
the location of this minimal fixed point set on X can clearly not be arbitrary. f 
must have, e.g., at least N(fj) fixed points on each subspace Aj for j = 0, 1 or 2. 
Using further Nielsen type numbers, in particular the relative Nielsen number [51 
and the Nielsen number of the complementary space [61, we can be more specific. 
In particular, we can prove that a map with a minimal fixed point set on 
(X, A,, AJ can always be chosen so that it also has a minimal fixed point set on 
the two open subspaces X - Aj. 
Theorem 5.4 (Location). Let the triad (X, A,, AZ) satisfy the assumptions of 
Theorem 5.3 and let f: (X, A,, AJ * (X, A,, A,) have N(f; A, UA,) fixed 
points. 
(i) Then f has, for j = 1, 2, at least N(f, ; Aj, A,) fixed points on Aj, at least 
N(fi ; Aj -A,) fived points on Aj -A,, and at least N(f,) + IJ(fi, f,> fiwedpoints 
on A,, 
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(ii) if all fixed point classes of fO are essential, then the restrictions of f to 
(Aj, A,) and A, must realize N( fj ; Aj, A,) and N( fj ; Aj -A,) for j = 1, 2, and 
N(f,,), 
(iii) there always exists a map g :(X, A,, AZ) +(X, A,, AZ) which realizes 
N( f ; A, u A,) in such a way that each gj : (Aj, A,) + (Aj, A,) realizes N( fj ; A, - 
A,). 
Proof. (i) As N( fj ; Aj, A,) and N(&. ; Aj -A,) are lower bounds for the number 
of fixed points on A, and on Aj -A, for fj, the first two inequalities are clear. It 
is further clear that fO must have at least N(f,) fixed points on A,, which lie in 
essential fixed point classes of fO. Now let (E’,, F2) be an inessentially joined pair 
of essential fixed point classes of fl and f2. If (F,, F2) CA,, then (F,, F2) must 
contain at least two points, one in A, and one in A,, and they can be united as in 
the proof of Theorem 5.3. But this would result in a map with fewer than 
N( f ; A, u A,) fixed points on X and thus contradict Theorem 3.5. Hence there 
are IJ(f,, f2) fixed points on A, which lie in inessential fixed point classes of fO, 
and thus at least N(f,) + IJ(f,, f,> fixed points on A,. 
(ii) If all fixed point classes of fO are essential, then the definitions imply that 
E(fj, f,) = N(fj, fO) for j = 1, 2 and IJ(f,, f,> = 0. Hence N(f, ; Aj, A,) = 
N( fit Aj -A,) + N( fo) and 
N(f;A,uA,)=N(f,;A,-A,)+N(f,;A,-A,)+N(f,), 
and so the claim of (ii) follows from (i). 
(iii) This follows from the proofs of Theorem 5.3 and [6, Theorem 3.91. 0 
Note, however, that a map with a minimal fixed point set can have up to 
N(f,) - N(fj, f,) - IJ(f,, f,) fixed points on Aj -A,, and that the number of 
fixed points on A, can vary accordingly. An example of such a map, with 
IJ(f,, f,) = 1, is described in the last case of Theorem 5.8 below. 
We use the results of this section to take another look at minimal fixed point 
sets of maps of the triads arising from topological constructions which we studied 
in Theorems 4.9-4.12, namely the double, the suspension, the attachment of a 
handle and the connected sum. 
First let us consider, as in Theorem 4.9, the double DM of a compact connected 
triangulated manifold with boundary M. The triad (DM, M,, M_) satisfies the 
assumptions of Theorem 5.3 if the dimension dim M 2 4, or if dim M = 3 and CM4 
is a Wecken space, and so a map Df :(DM, M,, M_) + (DM, M,, M_) is then 
homotopic (where homotopy means the homotopy of a map of a triad as defined in 
Section 2) to a map which has N(Df ; M, U M_) fixed points. A careful inspection 
of the proof of Theorem 5.3 shows that this map can in fact be obtained as the 
double Dg of a map g:(M, M4+(M, M4). Now let f+=Df I M,, let f_= 
Df I M_ and let i3f = f I M4. Then, according to Theorem 5.4(i), the map Dg must 
have at least N(f ; M - CM) fixed points on each “open half’ (i.e., Int M, and 
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Int M-1 of DM, and at least N(af) + IJ(f+, f-1 fixed points on &M. As the 
calculations in the proof of Theorem 4.8 show that IJ(f+, f_) = E(f, af> - 
N(f, af), we have 
2N(f;M-aM) +N(af) +IJ(f+, f-) 
=2N(f;M-3M) +ww +q.f, V) -N(f, ?f) 
=N(f;M-FM) +N(f;M, M4) 
=N(Df;M+uM_). 
Therefore we see that a map Dg which realizes N(Df; M+uM_) must in this 
case also realize N(f ; M - M4) on each half of DM. We summarize our discus- 
sion in the next theorem. 
Theorem 5.5. Let M be a compact connected triangulated manifold with boundary 
and let Df: (DM, M,, M_) + (DM, M,, M_) be the double of a map f :(M, aM) 
-+ (M, aM). Zf dim M > 4, or if dim M = 3 and aM is a Wecken space, then 
N(Df; M+UM_) can be realized by a map Dg :(DM, M,, M_) + (M, M,, M_) 
which is the double of a map g : (M, aM) + (M, aM>. This map Dg must also realize 
N( f; M - aM> on each half CM,, aM+) and (M_, aM_) of DM. 
Next we consider, as in Theorem 4.10, the suspension X4 = C+U C_ of a 
compact polyhedron A. Then the triad (X4, C,, C-1 satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorem 5.3 if A is a connected Wecken space, and an inspection of the proof of 
Theorem 5.3 shows that in this case the map which realizes N(Sf ; C+U C_> can 
be chosen as the suspension of a map g : A +A which is homotopic to f : A +A. 
To find the location of a minimal fixed point set, we use again Theorem 5.4(i). Let 
f+=Sf IC, and f_=Sf I C_. If N(f)#O, then IJ(f+, f_)= 0 by Lemma 4.2(v), 
and so a map Sg which realizes N(Sf; C+U C-1 must have at least N(f) = 
N(f;C+UC_) fixed points on A. If N(f)=O, then IJ(f+, f_>=l by Lemma 
4.361, and so in this case a map Sg which realizes N(Sf ; C+U C-1 must have at 
least N(Sf ; C+U C-1 = 1 fixed points on A. Therefore we see that a map of 
(X4, C,, C_) with a minimal fixed point set must always realize both N(f+ ; C+- 
A) and N(f- ;C_-A), and all its fixed points must lie on the “equator” A x 0. 
Again, we summarize our results. 
Theorem 5.6. Assume that A is a compact connected polyhedron which is a Wecken 
space, and let Sf :(SA, C,, C_) + (SA, C,, C-1 be the suspension of a map f: A 
+A. Then N(Sf ;C+U C-1 can be realized by a map Sg :@A, C,, C-1 + 
(SA, C,, C_ 1 which is the suspension of a map g : A -+ A, and all fixed points of this 
map must lie on the equator A x 0. 
The third construction, which we have considered in Theorem 4.11, is the one 
where a manifold M = M, U H is obtained from a compact connected triangulated 
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manifold with boundary M, by attaching a p-handle H. This time the assumptions 
of Theorem 5.3 are clearly satisfied if dim A4 > 3. We can again use Theorem 5.4 
to specify the location of minimal fixed point sets, but this time the situation is 
more complicated as several cases have to be considered. In the case N(f,) f 0 
Theorem 5.4(ii) implies that any minimal fixed point set must lie completely on 
M,, and must realize the Nielsen number of N(f,) and the relative Nielsen 
number and the Nielsen number of the complementary space of the pair CM,, M, 
- (M, n H)). In the case N(f,) = 0 one can use Theorem 5.46) to give a complete 
description of the location of minimal fixed point sets. But while the analysis of all 
possibilities is straightforward, it is also lengthy, as the cases where N(f, ; M, - 
04, nlm=Nf,) or # N(f,) and different values of p have to be considered 
separately. The next theorem contains the major facts found in such an analysis, 
but we omit the details of the results and their proofs. 
Theorem 5.7. Let M = M, u H be the manifold obtained from the compact connected 
manifold with boundary M, by attaching a p-handle H to its boundary. If the 
dimension dim M >, 3, then N(f ; M, U H) can always be realized by a map 
g:(M, M,, H) + CM, M,, H). If, f ur th er, N(f,) f 0, then this map g must be 
fixed point free on Int H and must realize N( f,) and N( f 1 ; M, - (M, n H)). If, on 
the other hand, N( f,,) = 0, then g can be chosen so that it realizes N( fl ; M, - (M, 
n H)), and it must do so if p # 2. 
Finally, we look at the connected sum M = M,#M, of two manifolds for which 
we computed the Nielsen number of the triad CM, My, MG) in Theorem 4.12. This 
number can clearly be realized if dim M G= 3. Theorem 5.4(i) can be used to prove 
the following theorem, but once more we omit the details. 
Theorem 5.8. Let M = M,#M,, be the connected sum of two compact connected 
triangulated n-manifolds. If n > 3, then NC f ; My U Mz) can be realized for any 
selfmap f of the triad (M, My, M;). Any map g which realizes NC f ; My U Mi) must 
also realize N( f, ; MT - aMT> for j = 1, 2 unless N( f,) = 0 and N( fj ; MT - aM,F’) # 
N( fj) for exactly one value of j. In this last case, g can either have one fiwed point on 
MT n M; and realize N( f, ; M,” - aM;> for j = 1, 2, or it can be fixed point free on 
My n M; and have one additional fixed point on the subspace MT with N( fj ; My - 
aM;> < N( f,). 
Remark 5.9. Let S” be the unit sphere in Rn+‘. We can obtain S” either as the 
double of an n-ball, or as the suspension of SnP1, or from an n-ball by attaching 
an n-handle, or as the connected sum of two n-spheres. All constructions lead to 
the same triad (Sn, B:, BY) which consists of S” and its “Northern” and “South- 
ern” hemispheres. If n 2 3, then we can compute the Nielsen number of this triad 
for any selfmap f: (Sn, B:, BF) - (SE, B:, BY) by using any of the Theorems 
4.9-4.12, and obtain N( f ; BTU BY) = 1. We can also use this example to illustrate 
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Theorems 5.5-5.8 simultaneously, and find that any selfmap of this triad is 
homotopic to one with precisely one fixed point, and this fixed point must lie on 
the “equator” S”-‘. 
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